IJSSW Manuscript Submission Process

1. Manuscript submitted to Editor-in-Chief
2. Manuscript assigned to Associate Editor and approved or rejected based on content and submission guidelines
3. Manuscript anonymity verified and sent to appropriate Section-Editor
4. Section Editor reviews, rechecks manuscript anonymity, and assigns 3 Peer Reviewers
5. Peer Reviewers evaluate and upload comments into online system for Section Editor
6. Section Editor reviews and emails reviewer comments and makes recommendation in online system
7. Associate Editor consults recommendations and forwards reviewer comments to the Editor-in-Chief
8. Editor-in-Chief evaluates findings and sends recommendations back to Author and updates the online website system
9. Manuscripts that need revisions will be peer reviewed again when resubmitted and will be reviewed by the same reviewers whenever possible
10. Manuscripts that are accepted will have abstract published on site
11. Manuscripts that are accepted with no changes go to Editor-in-Chief for copyediting
12. Final manuscript is published in the appropriate section
13. When the needed amount of manuscripts are published they will be bundled into an issue